HOMEWORK SHEET - 12TH GRADE
SUBJ / TEACH

CONTENTS

HOMEWORK DESCRIPTION

BIBLIOGRAPHY

PRESENTATION FORM DATE TO BE PRESENTED

CALCULO/ Johnny
Segura

resolucion de guia de trabajo

la guia de trabajo se les asignara al
estudiante en clases

cuaderno de calses

cuaderno de tarea

MARTES

FISICA/Johnny
Segura

resolucion de guia de trabajo

la guia de trabajo se les asignara al
estudiante en clases

cuaderno de calses

cuaderno de tarea

LUNES

review

Complete all the learning outcome sections
from chapters 7 and 8. Include learning
outcomes 9.1, 9.2 from your business
material. Include the vocabulary from the
sections of chapter 9.

business material chapter
7,8, and 9

notebook hand written.

FRIDAY

review

Write down an story of the most inspirational
experience you had in your life. Use the
adjective clauses and the prepositions as
necessary on your story. 600 words
paragraph writing. Be careful with
punctuation, connectors, and spelling. Try to
state your ideas clearly.

Grammar book adjective
clauses with prepositions
(check the number of the
unit in the book)

BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION

/Stanley Escobar

GRAMMAR /Stanley
Escobar

THURSDAY

SOCIOLOGY / Stanley
review
Escobar

According to what we studied during class
time, work on a profile based on the
influences in your country for most people to
Sociology book, religion in
follow religious ideas. State what factors
the US
influence people to believe or not to believe
in God, and what makes you share or reject
their ideas.

notebook, hand written

WEDNESDAY

THESIS / Stanley
Escobar

Continue with the 2nd round of
presentations of your final investigation
Theory of investigation
process follow the instructions given during
presented during class time
class time, and follow the APA format for the
PPt file you will use.

work during class time

FRIDAY

review

Comunicaciones
. Claudia de
Dimas.

Lectópolis.

Trabajar hasta la lectura titulada "La
insignia".

Lectópolis.net

En plataforma.

Miércoles.

Psychology/ Karla
Santillana

Review

Class activity

hanodut

notebook

Monday

Literature / Karla
Santillana

Review

class activity

book

notebook

Thursday.

US History William
Cornejo

The Vietnam War

Paste in your notebook the pictures of the
six charts about the war of Vietnam

Notebook and book

notebook

Tuesday

